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Cashew information Market Review 

Vietnam 

 

Vietnam rcn crop is delayed. Unseasonal rains in some areas, hence there could be problem 

with respect to quality as well as quantity of the crop. Vietnam crop is guesstimated in the 

normal region of 350,000 and 400,000 tons (subject to changes as the season progresses).  

 

In recent years Cambodia is growing more cashews/expanding there are under cashews, 

hence Cambodia quantity may increase substantially. As per trade sources the combined 

Vietnam and Cambodia crop could be in the region of 800,000 to one million tons (although 

it is difficult to quantity exact crop size). 

     

RCN offers continue to remain firm in the last one week or so. Benin crop is delayed and 

one can expect the season to open only by first half of March.  

  

Price offered as below: (USD per ton HCM-C&F) 

Ghana 50/200 at USD 1300, Ghana 52/190, USD 1360, 

IVC 50/200 at USD 1300 and Ogbomosho 51/190 at USD 1300. 

 

Kernel market continued to remain weak. However, buyers see this kernel prices are low 

and attractive to buy at current levels and hence more buyers to start coming to buy from 

now onwards. 

 

Prices offered below are FOB HCM from HACCP medium packer to top SMETA BRC 

packers:  

 

W180: 3.80-3.90 

W210: 3.50-3.70 

W240: 2.85-3.20 

W320: 2.65-2.90 

WS: 2.10-2.25 

LP: 1.75-2.00 

 

Vietnam Cashew EXIM data Jan-2022 

 

In Jan-2022, Vietnam has exported 40,187 tons of cashew kernel with value being USD 

238,479,997 (Avg. USD 5934 per ton). For the first time since April-2021 average kernel 

export prices had fallen well below USD 6000 per ton. 

 

Vietnam rcn imports in the month of Jan-2022 came in at 64,031 tons with value being USD 

95,772,456 (avg. USD 1496 per ton). Here again average rcn import prices has reached its 

highest since April-2021, signaling firmness in rcn price at the start of the northern 

hemisphere season. 
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Imports from Tanzania during Jan-2022 was only about 16,772 tons. This is as against 

64,436 tons arrived during the same period in Jan 2021. This signals a lot delay in crop to 

reach the destination port, which may create tightness in rcn supply. 

 

Vietnam RCN Import Country-wise –Jan 2022 

 

Country Quantity tons Value USD 

Ivory Coast 20,073 2,76,05,982 

Cambodia 4,520 72,19,302 

Ghana 924 10,79,416 

Indonesia 760 11,29,808 

Nigeria 2,329 32,92,860 

Tanzania 16,772 2,57,13,169 

Others 18,653 2,97,31,919 

Total 64,031 9,57,72,456 

  

Vietnam Export of Cashew Kernel Country-wise –Jan 2022 

 

Country Quantity tons Value USD % share 

USA 12,682 7,34,59,693 31.56 

Netherlands 4,441 2,13,55,996 11.05 

Germany 1,925 1,25,61,063 4.79 

China 1,817 1,18,35,364 4.52 

Australia 1,660 97,34,866 4.13 

UK 1,165 66,91,719 2.90 

Canada 1,165 61,38,262 2.90 

Russian Federation 1,070 63,96,719 2.66 

India 893 28,02,741 2.22 

UAE 765 4,52,462 1.90 

Saudi Arabia 745 49,29,625 1.85 

Belgium 734 34,78,692 1.83 

Egypt 710 58,08,491 1.77 

Spain 674 45,42,954 1.68 

Thailand 672 41,13,925 1.67 

Japan 596 42,01,614 1.48 

Italy 593 37,60,222 1.48 

Israel 543 39,58,204 1.35 

France 517 35,45,998 1.29 

Taiwan 453 32,22,211 1.13 

HongKong 304 24,63,740 0.76 

Newzealand 293 18,73,235 0.73 

Others 5,770 4,11,52,201 14.36 

Total 40,187 23,84,79,997 100 
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Côte d'Ivoire 

 

Côte d'Ivoire, the world's largest producer of cashew nuts, officially launched the 

cashew nut marketing campaign for the year 2022 on Friday Feb-11, targeting 1.04 

million tons against 968,676 tons recorded in 2021.   

 

For the 2022 marketing campaign, the mandatory floor price is set at 305 FCFA/Kg for 

producers. The compulsory floor price in the interior store is 330 Fcfa/Kg that of the 

factory store at 359 Fcfa/Kg against 389 Fcfa/Kg the compulsory floor price for the 

port store.  

 

Côte d'Ivoire is likely to process 180,000 tons of rcn locally during 2022 and this is as 

against 136854 tons processed in 2021. 

 

Currently IVC offer ranges from USD 1220 to 1300 per ton CNF, based on the KOR, nut 

count and destination. 

  

India 

 

In India cashew kernel price, continue to remain under pressure as demand is yet to pick up. 

However, when compared to past weeks, some enquiries are started especially for broken 

cashew grades as HORECA segment is set to operate normally due to ease of restrictions 

by various state government coupled with marriage season. Demand for W320 continue to 

remain as usual, but for higher grades due to negligible demand stocks are piling up.  

 

New crop rcn arrivals yet to pick up and only by the end of this month one can expect 

arrivals to improve. Overall crop size may be similar to that of last year or it could be slightly 

lower due to extended rainy season and unseasonal rains. 

 

In Palasa rcn price increased from 10000 per bag of 80 kg to 10800. Imported cashew 

arrived from Tanzania is offered locally at INR 130 per kg (including tax) and that of 

Mozambique INR 114 to 118 per kg. 

 

In India covid is mostly under control, most of the states are easing out restrictions, and one 

can expect normalcy to return by mid-April. Indian rupee continue to remain highly volatile 

due to global inflationary pressures, geo-political tensions (Russia-EU-USA-Ukraine), 

earlier than anticipated upward trend in interest rate cycle in the coming weeks/months, 

volatility in stock markets, steep increase in crude oil prices, election outcome in key states, 

etc., will play a major role and hence rupee may not appreciate much going forward and 

continued to remain highly volatile for a month or so.      
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Cashew Experts Market Commentary 

Cashew nut kernels 

The market of cashew nut kernels is very attractively priced. This mainly caused by 

Vietnamese RCN processors who would like to get kernel contracts in the books in order to 

get bank loans to buy Vietnamese/Cambodian RCN. The current kernel offers from Vietnam 

with prices between  

 

USD 2.70 and USD 2.90 per lbs FOB, varying from packer to packer, are based on 

Vietnamese local RCN prices of around USD 1225 per ton. However, actually there is no 

Vietnamese RCN available, which makes this a big gamble, especially when you consider 

that West Africa is reporting their opening prices significantly firmer than the equivalent of 

the current kernel prices. With the current RCN prices indicated from West Africa, kernel 

equivalent WW320 should be around USD 3.05-3.25 per lbs FOB Vietnam! 

 

Demand is still very good and expected to grow with the current kernel prices. Special 

promotions and health claims will help to push demand even more. 

 

It is our strong recommendation to cover your positions as prices are flattening out and 

might be at their lows. 

Source: Kees Blokland, Global Trading & Agency, the Netherlands 

 

RCN outlook/estimates for 2022 Nigeria season 

Weather: Harmattan has been very strong and prolonged, and this may have effect on crop 

size as some of the flowers would have been destroyed or dried up. 

 

Price: Local price estimates are presently at about $1100 and $1200 respectively for regular 

Kogi and Ogbomosho. Expectations are for an increase in these prices in the course of the 

season. 

 

Commencement of Season: Goods have started arriving at the port cities, although in very 

small quantities. Season is slightly delayed but the flow is expected to improve by end of 

February. 

 

Disclaimer: We do not take responsibility or liability for any inaccuracies arising from the 

above as they are the personal opinion of the writer. 

Source: Folusho Olorunda, Nigeria 
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Guinea 

 

Guinea RCN season has just begun in Kankan. Local traders have started collecting the 

cargo from the farmers in the bush and started bringing them to Kankan town, it is from 

there the wholesale business happen.  

 

The old season’s left over, which was considered to be fully exported during the last season 

is still existing and they are being mixed with the new cargo. We are not expecting the old 

crop in huge number as compared to the last season where around 20 percent of the old crop 

was mixed and sold in 2021. This season the old crop is expected to be completed in the 

next couple of days. However, exporters are being cautious while buying new crop.  

 

This year the season appears to be good and healthy. The Kankan prices seems to be high 

varying between GNF 7,000 and 8,000 per kg depending on the quality. There seems to be 

high demand now and we are seeing the competition already amongst the exporters.  

 

Government rules might slightly vary this year as we have the new Government in place 

since September 2021 soon after the last season. The exact C&F prices will be known by 

the first week of March once the first exports are likely to begin. 

Source: Ashwin Shanmugasundaram, Selwin-impex  

 

 

Prosper Cashew - An Introduction 

 

The goal of prosper cashew is to achieve 50 percent of the raw cashew nut production in 

West Africa to be processed in to kernel locally. In addition to that processors will get access 

to working capital, enhanced skill management and labour and improved capacity 

utilization. 

 

The prosper cashew project will be in force until Sep 2025 and they have partnered with 

USDA and ISF. 

 

Prosper cashew is hoping to generate more than 

25,000 jobs, with an indirect benefit to more 

100,000 peoples and aim to achieve USD 1.5 

billion cashew sales. 

 

Overall prosper cashew will strive to a 

sustainable cashew processing sector in West 

Africa going forward.    
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Other Nuts Market  

 

The Indian market for the week ended on February 12th 2022, closed with stable sentiments 

with bullish undercurrent's despite a weak and bearish position report for the Almonds 

shipped in the month of January 2022. 

 

The prices in the entire week remained largely stable as supplies have been depleting against 

the imports. It’s been a good and eventful last 10 days with many 

encouraging announcements on investments and demand creation in the Indian Finance 

budget. Most of the direct and indirect taxes remaining untouched by the Finance minister 

ensuring that no financial burden in increased on the masses. No Changes have been 

proposed in the import duties and GST tax rates of our product segments. 

 

Another good news to follow up the Indian budget was opening up of the economic activities 

which were restricted due to increasing cases of COVID-19. Most of the restrictions have 

been lifted on marriages, functions, restaurants, bars, travel and private offices have been 

allowed to operate on 100% capacity. This should increase consumption.  

 

Position report for the month of January 2022 was announced by Almond Board of 

California and this time again the California Industry underperformed with a decrease of 

about 8.8 percent in global shipments, 177.2 Million Lbs was shipped this month as against 

194.2 Million Lbs in January 2021. Export number have not been encouraging with a drastic 

drop of 18.4 percent. 

 

FAQ NP Kernels INR 550-560/kg 

NPIS-70% SS basis INR 15,600-16,200/40 kg (equivalent to $ 1.72-1.80/lbs of origin 

prices) 

Independence in 

shells 

INR 14,600-14,800/40 kg (equivalent to $1.59-1.62/lbs of origin 

prices 

Indy Kernels INR 505-515/kg 

 

The reason in drop of shipments exports have been shipping but it’s also the willingness of 

growers to participate in the market at lower prices. India market hasn't seen offers from 

many of the large packers since over two months and growers have been reluctant to offer 

at discounts to markets where the shipping is taking more than required transit time like 

India and ME, as there is delay over 100 days in realising payments from these shipments. 

 

It’s a very delicate situation and stocks will keep mounting and unshipped/un-committed 

inventories will keep adding on to the pressure in every position report. 
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The markets for NPIS traded and closed for the week in the range of INR 15600 and 

16200/40 Kg (equivalent to $ 1.72-1.80/lbs of origin prices). Prices remained stable for 

FAQ Kernels due to some demand for marriages and traded at INR 550-560/kg. 

 

Independence in shells & FAQ kernels remained stable as buyers have been buying more 

of Indy Kernels due to price differentials with NP Kernels. IIS were quoted at INR 14600-

14800/40 Kg, equivalent to $1.59-1.62/lbs of origin prices. 

Indy Kernel's prices were being quoted at INR 505-515/kg. 

 

The prices for NPIS & IIS have remained stable in INR but have seen a drop of around one 

percent1% due to Indian currency's  deprecation against US$. 

 

Indian Currency against the USD fell from last week closing and closed for the week at 

75.38 with a low of 74.60 and a high 75.50. 

 

California handlers have been confused and have refrained from offering especially after 

the position report; packers want markets to take its own course and let demand and supply 

decide the market prices. But, few quotes from packers have been in the range of US$ 1.60 

and1.65/lbs for NPIS and $1.40-1.43/Lbs for IIS, on FAS Basis. 

 

Pistachio prices have remained weak in California Industry though some price movements 

were seen in Iranian markets due to their currency's appreciation against the US$  . Any 

upward movement on prices will impact the consumption. 

Shipping and other supply chain challenges are adding up to headaches of both the handlers 

as well as buyers. 

Gulfood 2022 will begin from February 13th onwards, with the travel restrictions gone, it 

is assumed that we will see many fold increase in the participation as against last year. Post 

the position report many of the handlers participating would also like to assess the demand 

and price indications. 
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Source: Ravindra Mehta, IFNO, New Delhi – India 
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International Prices of Nuts  

 

Table-1: Cashew Kernel FOB prices: India and Vietnam  

 

  

Table-2: African Cashew Kernel Price (Estimated for the first Half of February-2022) 

 

Grade Description Grade 

W1-W2 February 2022 

Price/Lbs (L) Price/Lbs (H) 

USD/LB 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 210 W-210 3.85 3.90 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 240 W-240 3.45 3.50 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 320 W-320 3.10 3.30 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 450 W-450 2.80 2.90 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 210 SW-210 3.25 3.55 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 240 SW-240 3.15 3.25 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 320 SW-320 2.85 3.00 
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Grade Description Grade 

W1-W2 February 2022 

Price/Lbs (L) Price/Lbs (H) 

USD/LB 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 450 SW-450 2.65 2.70 

FIRST BUTTS/ WHITE BUTTS FB/WB 2.35 2.40 

FIRST SPLITS/ WHITE SPLITS FS/WS 2.35 2.45 

LARGE WHITE PIECES LWP 2.00 2.20 

SMALL WHITE PIECES SWP 1.45 1.55 

CHIPPS CH 1.00 1.10 

BABY BITS BB 0.55 0.65 

SCORCHED BUTTS SB 1.90 2.10 

SCORCHED SPLITS SS 1.95 2.15 

SCORCHED PIECES SP 1.35 1.65 

 

Domestic Prices of Nuts 

 

Table-3: Cashew Kernel: India spot prices in production Centre as of 02/14/2022 in INR/Kg 

 

Grades 
Mangalore 

(Karnataka) 

Kollam 

(Kerala) 

Panruti 

(TN) 

Vetapalem 

(AP) 
Goa 

Gujarat-

Ahmedabad 

Jeypore-

Odisha 

Ganjam- 

Odisha 

W180 900 881 - - 1100 1100 - - 

W210 750 816 - 900 950 900 - 1000 

W240 700 639 730 800 800 750 680 800 

W320 650 608 630 700 720 660 660 650 

W400 - - - - 650 - 610 610 

W450 - 551 610 - 630 620 - - 

W1 - - - - 660 - - - 

S180 - - - - 900 - - - 

S210 - - - - 820 - - - 

S240 - - - - 780 700 650 - 

S 620 - 670 - 650 - - - 

LWP 580 573 610 600 580 600 520 580 

SWP  - 500 - 430 540 450 380 

K 600 - - 625 620 615 590 - 

JH 650 - - 650-675 720 670 680 660 

SSW - - - - 550 - - - 

BB  - - 330 280 - 300 - 

JK/JB 620 - - 620-630 650  580 - 

SW - - 560 - 640 - - - 

DP/SP 530/550        

 

Note:  Above quoted prices are with tax and tin packing. Panruti, Mangalore, and Gujarat prices are without 

tax. Marked in red as of last week.   
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Prices of Nuts in Other Indian Markets  

 

Table-4: Cashew Kernel-India spot prices at terminal markets as of 02/14/2022 in INR/Kg  

Grades Mumbai 
Kolhapur 

(Maharashtra) 

W180 1100 1150 

W210 890 850 

W240 800 780 

W320 700 700 

LWP 630 590 

SWP 580 460 

JH/S 710 670 

BB 310 230 

 

CNSL Market Updates  

 

The cashew shelling is very low, resulted in hike in prices. As of now only 40-50 percent of 

the factories are running, cake prices has gone up. Prices are at around INR 13.4 per kg for 

shells, CNSL price is at INR 38.5 per kg, while that of cake is INR 8.5 per kg.    

Source: Om Prakash Phadnis, Panruti 

 

Table-5: CNSL Market Updates as of 02/14/2022 

Market CNSL Cake Shells 

(INR / Kg) 

Mangalore 40 8.50 12.75 

 

Courtesy: by Santhosh Silva, Karnataka  

 

Currency Impact  

 

Table-6: Currency Movement - FOREX Rates  

  

 Currency 02-04-2022 02-11-2022 
Wk-on-Wk % 

Change 

Indian Rupee (INR)  74.67 75.37 0.94 

Euro (EUR) 1.1449 1.1351 -0.86 

Japanese Yen (JPY) 115.21 115.40 0.16 

Brazilian Real (BRL) 5.33 5.25 -1.50 

Chinese Yuan (CNY) 6.3610 6.3546 -0.10 

Singapore Dollar (SGD) 1.3458 1.3474 0.12 

Tanzanian Shilling (TZS) 2313.00 2314.00 0.04 
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 Currency 02-04-2022 02-11-2022 
Wk-on-Wk % 

Change 

Thai Baht (THB) 32.97 32.73 -0.73 

Mozambique New Metical 

(MZN) 64.10 64.10 0.00 

Vietnam Dong (VND) 22650.00 22687.50 0.17 

Indonesian Rupiah (IDR) 14380.00 14351.50 -0.20 

West African Franc (XOF) 581.67 575.00 -1.15 

Ghanaian New Cedi (GHS) 6.40 6.40 0.00 

EURO West African Franc 665.96 652.68 -1.99 

  

Symbol  Support S1 S2 Resistance (R1) R2 

USDINR 74.90 74.50 75.85 76.25 

EURO 648 644 658 664 

EURUSD 1.12 1.10 1.15 1.16 

  

Indian rupee may weaken further, volatility to stay                             

 Indian rupee last week traded in the region of 74.56 and 75.50 and finally 

settled the week at 75.37 against the dollar as on Feb 11. 

 As we rightly pointed out rupee after testing the support levels of close to 

74.50 depreciated swiftly to settle well above 75, signalling overall 

weakness in trend. 

 US Fed governors board emergency meeting to discuss about raising 

inflation on Monday, geo-political situation arising out of Russia-Ukraine-

US, which could spill over anytime, surge in crude oil prices, US fed may 

hike interest rates much earlier than anticipated and the increase during this 

year could be sharp and swift and hence one can anticipate heightened 

volatility in stock markets, Indian rupee in the first half of this week.    

 In India also inflationary pressures may bound to happen starting from Q2 

of this year, as the government may have to increase crude oil prices after 

March 10 when the key states elections are over(we anticipate further spike 

in crude oil prices going forward). 

 One can foresee rupee to trade in the broader range of 74.50 and 76.60 going 

forward.  

  

EUR/USD 

EUR rebound sharply after ECB President Stance on interest rates and inflation 

           

 EUR last week traded in the region of 1.1495 and 1.1328 and settled the week at 

1.1346 as on Feb 11. 
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 EURUSD struggle to edge past the resistance around 1.15 as US CPI came in at 7.5 

percent, and subsequent fed hawkish stance on interest rates sparked a sharp rally in 

US treasury yields. 

 US Fed hawkish stance may result in interest rate differentials to widen further in 

favour of the greenback going forward.   

 EUR may trade in the broader region of 1.1100 and 1.1550 against the USD going 

forward. The recent recovery is not convincing and one can foresee more volatility 

in EURUSD going forward.     

 

News 

Five cashew producing regions outline crop’s growth strategies 

Main cashew producing regions have outlined strategies aimed at increasing crop production in the 

next five years. The main five regions are Mtwara, Lindi, Ruvuma, Coast and Tanga. 

Source:https://www.thecitizen.co.tz/tanzania/news/business/five-cashew-producing-regions-

outline-crop-s-growth-strategies-3715222 

Nigeria to benefit from $60m Prosper Cashew project 

The project is tagged Prosper Cashew. The Prosper Cashew project, started by a non-profit 

organisation, TechnoServe and supported by the US Department of Agriculture, will create a fund 

to strengthen the commercial viability of processing in Ivory Coast, Ghana and Nigeria. 

Source:https://www.thecable.ng/nigeria-to-benefit-from-60m-prosper-cashew-project 

US finances project to boost cashew processing in West Africa 

A project funded by the US Department of Agriculture aims to invest $61 million over five years 

to accelerate cashew processing in West Africa, representatives said at the launch on Thursday in 

Abidjan. 

Source:https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/africa/2022-02-11-us-finances-project-to-boost-cashew-

processing-in-west-africa/ 

Perspective: Should we keep raw materials (raw cashews) in stock for too long?  

Firstly, at this stage, the main cashew producing countries such as Ivory Coast, Nigeria, Ghana, 

Benin, Cambodia, etc. have not yet organized the collection, drying and preservation of cashews 

properly. 

Source:https://www.vinacas.com.vn/goc-nhin-chung-ta-co-nen-de-ton-nguyen-lieu-hat-dieu-tho-

qua-lau-trong-kho-bv2781.htm 

 

 

 

https://www.thecitizen.co.tz/tanzania/news/business/five-cashew-producing-regions-outline-crop-s-growth-strategies-3715222
https://www.thecitizen.co.tz/tanzania/news/business/five-cashew-producing-regions-outline-crop-s-growth-strategies-3715222
https://www.thecable.ng/nigeria-to-benefit-from-60m-prosper-cashew-project
https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/africa/2022-02-11-us-finances-project-to-boost-cashew-processing-in-west-africa/
https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/africa/2022-02-11-us-finances-project-to-boost-cashew-processing-in-west-africa/
https://www.vinacas.com.vn/goc-nhin-chung-ta-co-nen-de-ton-nguyen-lieu-hat-dieu-tho-qua-lau-trong-kho-bv2781.htm
https://www.vinacas.com.vn/goc-nhin-chung-ta-co-nen-de-ton-nguyen-lieu-hat-dieu-tho-qua-lau-trong-kho-bv2781.htm
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Cashew: Côte d'Ivoire aims for a production of 1.04 million tons in 2022 

Côte d'Ivoire, the world's largest producer of cashew nuts, officially launched the cashew nut 

marketing campaign for the year 2022 on Friday, targeting 1.04 million tonnes against 968,676 

tonnes recorded in 2021.   

Source:https://news.abidjan.net/articles/704226/cajou-la-cote-divoire-vise-une-production-de-104-

million-tonnes-en-2022 

 

 

 

 

https://news.abidjan.net/articles/704226/cajou-la-cote-divoire-vise-une-production-de-104-million-tonnes-en-2022
https://news.abidjan.net/articles/704226/cajou-la-cote-divoire-vise-une-production-de-104-million-tonnes-en-2022
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REACH OUT TO 

GLOBAL CASHEW INDUSTRY 

ADVERTISE IN 

CASHEW WEEKLY NEWSLETTER and 

WWW.CASHEWINFORMATION.COM 

For Advertisement in Cashew Weekly Newsletter 

And  

Banner Space on www.cashewinformation.com 

CONTACT: swapna@eventellglobal.com 

 

 
Disclaimer: The data and information presented in this report are based on efforts of analysts at 

cashewinformation.com, Bangalore and opinions and data obtained from experts and various 

industry sources. While sufficient care has been taken to check data and information prior to 

publishing, Cashewinformation.com or its employees or external contributors will not be responsible 

for any kind of errors or omissions or misrepresentation of data or for losses incurred by any party 

either directly or indirectly based on the information published herein. 

 

Caution to Readers 

Although paid advertisements appear in this publication (in print, online, or in other electronic 

formats), Cashewinformation.com does not endorse the advertised product, service, or company, or 

any of the claims made by the advertisement. Readers are encouraged to do the necessary due 

diligence. However, in the interest of the industry, please share your concerns, if any, by writing to us 

at newsletter@cashewinformation.com or content@cashewinformation.com 

 content@cashewinformation.com 
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